Preferring and Detecting Face Symmetry: Comparing Children and Adults Judging Human and Monkey Faces
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Abstract: Background: Visual symmetry is often found attractive. Symmetry may be preferred either due to a bias in the visual system or due to evolutionary selection pressures related to partner preference. Simple perceptual bias views predict that symmetry preferences should be similar across types of stimuli and unlikely to be related to factors such as age. Methods: The current study examined preferences for symmetry across age groups (pre-puberty vs post-puberty) and stimuli type (human face vs monkey face). Pairs of images manipulated for symmetry were presented and participants asked to choose the image they preferred. Participants repeated the task and were asked to detect symmetry. Results: Both age of observer and stimuli type were associated with symmetry preferences. Older observers had higher preferences for symmetry but preferred it most in human vs monkey stimuli. Across both age groups, symmetry preferences and detection abilities were weakly related. Conclusions: The study supports some ideas from an evolutionary advantage view of symmetry preference, whereby symmetry is expected be higher for potential partners (here human faces) and higher post-puberty when partner choice becomes more relevant. Such potentially motivational based preferences challenge perceptual bias explanations as a sole explanation for symmetry preferences but may occur alongside them.
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1. Introduction

Perceptual symmetry represents an orderly arrangement of parts of a stimulus (e.g., images, objects, or organisms), with stimuli having complete correspondence between the two halves of a central dividing line (bilaterally symmetric). Stimuli vary in symmetry, with higher asymmetry being greater deviation between the two halves. Symmetry has long been associated with aesthetic appeal and beauty in humans and has consequently generated much research in this context. For example, symmetry has been shown to be positively associated with preferences in abstract patterns see, e.g., [1,2]. Much research has also focused on salient biological stimuli, especially human preferences for symmetry in other human’s faces [3–7].

Studies using a variety methods, such as measuring symmetry from real faces [3–7] or by artificially manipulating it in faces [8,9], have shown preferences for symmetry over asymmetry, although effect sizes are generally low. Research has typically made use of 2D images, which are not how faces are typically encountered. Symmetry preferences have also been found in more realistic stimuli such as in manipulations of symmetry in 3D face images [10] and in the symmetry of facial movements from video [11]. Some studies, however, do not show preferences for symmetry. Despite some studies showing no significant impact of symmetry, e.g., [12–15] and when using more sophisticated
manipulations [14,15], overall, reviews suggest symmetry is an attractive trait in faces [16], although the small effect sizes suggest the strength of the impact of symmetry on attraction is relatively weak [16].

While the impact of symmetry on preferences may be small, it does appear to be a general aspect of human aesthetics. For example, studies on faces have found preferences for symmetry across different cultures indicating cross-cultural agreement on the attractiveness of symmetry [17,18]. Symmetry is not just appreciated by humans; symmetry in mate choice is preferred in many animal species [19]. For example, in the domain of faces, macaque monkeys will gaze longer at symmetrical face images of conspecifics than at asymmetrical versions [20]. Moreover, cross-cultural and cross-species agreement on the attractiveness of symmetry is suggestive that symmetry preferences may be driven by some universal mechanism or mechanisms shared across individuals.

Two main theories have been proposed to account for potential widespread symmetry preferences, a perceptual bias view and an evolutionary advantage view. The perceptual bias view proposes that symmetry preferences arise from biases in perceptual systems such that symmetrical stimuli are more easily processed and then preferred [21]. Simple perceptual bias views suggest symmetry is preferred because there is redundancy of information in symmetric stimuli because information is identical bilaterally making such images easier to process. Other simple views suggest preferences are due to the same information being presented to both hemispheres of the brain from the left and right visual field and so more easily processed [22–24]. Preferences for symmetry seen for a wide range of stimuli, such as everyday objects [25] and decorative art [26], are consistent with such a simple perceptual bias view.

A more complex perceptual bias view for symmetry preference is linked to processing of visual stimuli and cognitive theories about mental prototypes. In this view, symmetry is preferred because the average of a category of stimuli are generally symmetric when asymmetry is random. Similarity to an internal prototype for that class of stimuli causes symmetric stimuli to be attractive because they appear familiar or are easier to process [21,27]. Symmetry preferences can then be generated with experience of asymmetric stimuli, which results in a symmetric prototype. Models and experiments have shown that this can arise naturally [27–30].

In contrast to perceptual bias views, in which preferences for symmetry are an epiphenomenon of processing, the evolutionary advantage view suggests an evolutionary adaptation to identify high-quality mates may generate symmetry preferences, e.g., [21,31,32]. Symmetry has been linked to heritable fitness and may offer others a visual cue of how well that organism can develop a symmetric body plan under genetic and environmental stress. Symmetry may then be a cue to both phenotypic and genotypic quality (e.g., the ability to resist disease, [19]). This relationship is not reviewed here, but even a weak link between symmetry and quality would lead to a selection pressure for preference for symmetric partners. Studies have found results that are consistent with this view by demonstrating that symmetry preferences vary in predictable ways. For example, preferences for symmetry are strongest for opposite-sex faces, faces most relevant to mate choice [33–35]. Symmetry also appears to be more strongly preferred when individuals are primed with disease concern. Exposure to pathogen cues increases preferences for symmetry over asymmetry in faces [36,37], which is suggestive that symmetry is partly found attractive because it indicates something about the health of the person being judged. This variation also challenges perceptual bias views, which do not predict variation in the same way.

There are several other studies which show variation in symmetry preferences, which are also problematic for perceptual views. Perceptual bias views would generally assume that the type of stimuli should not matter for symmetry preferences. Studies [36,38–41] show, however, that stimulus type makes a difference. For example, symmetry is preferred more in human faces than in abstract face-like stimuli [36] and more in human faces than in either monkey faces or abstract art images [39]. The notion that humans may have specific criteria for attractiveness that apply more to human faces has also received support from studies examining the general attractiveness of faces across species. Asking humans to rate non-human primate faces from three different primate groups for attractiveness
has shown that some cues used by humans to judge attractiveness in humans also apply to non-human primates, but only in Catarrhines, the primate group most similar to humans [40]. Comparing human and macaque monkey visual preferences, it has been shown that humans show visual preferences for human faces rated as attractive by humans while macaques show visual preferences for macaque faces rated as attractive by humans [41]. Such preferences appear mediated partly by species as humans did not show visual preferences for attractive macaque faces and macaques did not show visual preferences for attractive human faces [41].

The impact of experience and motivational factors also challenges the notion that symmetry is universally preferred in a similar way as predicted by simple perceptual bias views. In a study comparing art experts (artists and art historians) to non-experts, art experts rated asymmetry higher for beauty and preferred it to symmetry, in contrast to non-experts who preferred symmetry [42]. Comparing implicit and explicit measures of symmetry preference for art, observers with more expertise had similar implicit preferences for symmetry over asymmetry to non-experts but experts had explicitly stronger preferences for asymmetry than non-experts [43]. Together, these results suggest some universality to symmetry preferences at the implicit level, but that for explicit preference, and perhaps then choice, some top-down processing impacts symmetry preferences. This processing is likely experience-linked and may also reflect differing motivations in appraisal between experts and non-experts. In terms of face symmetry preferences, everyone may be considered a face expert, but there are factors that could affect the motivation to judge faces based on different criteria in a similar way to experts and non-experts. For example, puberty is a time when mate choice becomes a more relevant motivating factor in attractiveness decisions. Indeed, it has been shown, in women, that preferences for masculine male faces is higher post-puberty than pre-puberty [44], potentially reflecting a shift to prefer more mate choice relevant traits. One prediction of the evolutionary advantage view, then, is that symmetry would be more preferred in human faces post-puberty.

The purpose of the current study was to further examine domain specific effects and experience/puberty effects by testing pre-puberty and post-puberty groups on preferences for symmetry in human versus monkey faces. Simple perceptual bias views would predict similar preferences across stimuli and groups, whereas an evolutionary advantage view would predict greater symmetry preferences in the older post-puberty group and in human versus monkey faces. Some aspects of symmetry preference may be mediated by asymmetry detection abilities [10], and so detection tests were also administered.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Participants

Adults: Participants were 63 men (aged 16–57, mean = 32.3, SD = 10.5). Participants were volunteers who were recruited via a dedicated research website.

Children: Participants were 45 boys (aged 8–11, mean = 9.1, SD = 1.0). Participants were volunteers who were recruited during a visit to the university as part of a Cub Scout meeting.

All participants were male as the sample of children was an opportunity sample and an all-male group and the adult sample was recruited as all male to match.

2.2. Asymmetric/Symmetric Human and Monkey Faces

For human stimuli, photographs of white individuals (aged between 18 and 25) without spectacles randomly selected from a pre-existing database. In the photographs, individuals posed with a neutral expression under standardised lighting conditions. For macaque monkey images, neutral front-on images were extracted from video recordings with variable lighting conditions see [45]. Human and monkey images were aligned on inter-pupillary distance to equate size.

To measure preferences for symmetry, pairs of composite images, one symmetric and one asymmetric were used (see Figure 1). Composite images were made by combining 5 images of different
individuals which were used as base faces for transforming. We created 10 human male, 10 human female, 10 monkey male, and 10 monkey female composite images by creating an average image made from 5 randomly assigned individual facial images [46–48]. These base faces were made symmetrical in shape and then a transform applied. To equate the asymmetry/symmetry difference across face type, we applied a unique transform based on the difference between one human face image and its symmetrical counterpart. For example, face 1 from each face type had the same transform applied based on the difference between an individual human face’s symmetric and asymmetric version [39]. Images were masked around the outline of the face. The symmetric/asymmetric images used in the test were 5 human female pairs, 5 monkey female pairs, 5 human male pairs, and 5 monkey male pairs.

Figure 1. Examples of symmetric (left image of pair) and asymmetric (right image of pair) images for female humans (top left), male humans (top right), female monkeys (bottom left), and male monkeys (bottom right).

2.3. Procedure

Adults: Participants were administered the test online, which first asked for the participants age and sex. This was followed by the main test. The instructions were: “In this study you will see human and monkey faces and asked to choose between pairs of images to select the image you find more pleasant”. The preference test consisted of paired images presented side by side, with left/right randomised. Selecting an image started the next trial. Images remained on screen until participants selected an image. Image pair order was also randomised. After the preference test, the same test was repeated for detection with the question changing to: “In the next part of this study, please select the image out of the pair which appears most symmetrical. Symmetrical images appear the same in both halves.”.

Children: Participants were administered the test in person and completed using a printed answer sheet which asked age and sex. The sheet then had blank spaces for answers to each trial of the test. This was followed by the main test. The instructions were: “In this study you will see human and monkey faces and asked to choose between pairs of images to select the image you find more pleasant”. The preference test consisted of paired images presented side by side via PowerPoint to the group. The slides were presented until it was confirmed that everyone in the group had made their choice. Participants were allocated to one of groups (N = 12, 12, 11, 10) to enable counterbalancing. All pairs
were presented in a random order, and with symmetry left/right randomised. Group 1 saw the original 
order and original left/right, group 2 saw the original order with reversed left/right, group 3 saw the 
reversed order and original left/right, and group 4 saw the reversed order and reversed left/right. 
After the preference test, the same test was repeated for detection with the question changing to: 
“In the next part of this study, please select the image out of the pair which appears most symmetrical. 
Symmetrical images appear the same in both halves.”.

3. Results

Preference and detection scores were calculated by taking the mean of trials in which symmetric 
images were selected (0 = asymmetric images selected, 1 = symmetric images selected) for each face 
type (human male, human female, macaque male, and macaque female). This number was multiplied 
by 100 to create a percent preference for symmetry score for which scores greater than 50% indicated a 
preference or accurate detection for symmetry and scores less than 50% scores indicated a preference 
for asymmetry or inaccurate detection for symmetry.

To assess overall preferences for symmetry, one-sample t-tests against chance preference (50%, equal 
selection of symmetric and asymmetric versions) were conducted split by participant age group. For the 
adult group, these revealed significant preferences for symmetric human female (t62 = 7.50, p < 0.001) 
and male faces (t62 = 6.85, p < 0.001) and for symmetric macaque female (t62 = 2.07, p = 0.043) and 
males (t62 = 4.25, p < 0.001) faces. For the children group, these revealed significant preferences for 
symmetric human female (t44 = 1.18, p = 0.244) and male faces (t44 = 1.13, p = 0.264) and for symmetric 
macaque female (t44 = 1.57, p = 0.123) and male (t44 = 0.35, p = 0.731) faces. Scores can be seen in 
Figure 2.

![Figure 2](image_url)  
Figure 2. Preferences for symmetric vs. asymmetric images across different stimulus types by age 
group (+/− 1SEM). Scores greater than 50% indicated that symmetric versions were preferred over 
asymmetric versions.

To assess overall detection accuracy for symmetry, one-sample t-tests against chance detection 
(50%, equal selection of symmetric and asymmetric versions) were conducted split by participant
age group. For the adult group, these revealed significant detection for symmetric human female ($t_{62} = 15.92, p < 0.001$) and male faces ($t_{62} = 11.78, p < 0.001$) and for symmetric macaque female ($t_{62} = 17.56, p < 0.001$) and male ($t_{62} = 9.17, p < 0.001$) faces. For the children group, these revealed significant detection for symmetric human female ($t_{44} = 4.18, p < 0.001$) but not male faces ($t_{44} = 1.20, p = 0.237$) and significant detection for symmetric macaque female ($t_{44} = 3.46, p = 0.001$) and male ($t_{44} = 5.60, p < 0.001$) faces. Scores can be seen in Figure 3.

To assess the effect of stimuli type on preferences for symmetry by age group, a mixed model ANOVA was conducted with preference for symmetry as the dependent variable, stimulus sex (female/male) and stimulus species (human/macaque) as within-participant factors, and age group as a between-participant factor. This revealed significant main effects of age group ($F_{1,106} = 13.22, p < 0.001$) and stimulus species ($F_{1,106} = 5.77, p = 0.018$), and a significant three-way interaction among age group, stimulus sex, and stimulus species ($F_{1,106} = 4.50, p = 0.036$). There was a non-significant interaction between age group and stimulus species ($F_{1,106} = 3.17, p = 0.078$). No other main effects or interactions were significant (all $F < 2.46$, all $p > 0.120$). From Figure 2, the main effect of age group reflected generally higher preferences for symmetry in the adult group and the effect of stimulus species reflected higher preferences for symmetry in human stimuli. The three-way interaction reflected that the difference in preference between age groups was similar for human stimuli, but for monkey stimuli, adults and children had similar preferences for symmetry in female faces but children had lower preferences for male faces.

A mixed model ANOVA was conducted in the same way as above but with symmetry detection as the dependent variable to examine the effect of stimuli type on detection of symmetry by age group. This revealed significant main effects of age group ($F_{1,106} = 24.33, p < 0.001$), stimulus species ($F_{1,106} = 4.43, p = 0.038$), and stimulus sex ($F_{1,106} = 6.06, p = 0.015$). There was a significant interaction between age group and stimulus species ($F_{1,106} = 5.60, p = 0.018$). There was no significant interaction between age group and stimulus sex ($F_{1,106} = 3.98, p = 0.049$). No other main effects or interactions were significant (all $F < 2.46$, all $p > 0.120$). From Figure 3, the main effect of age group reflected generally higher detection for symmetric human female ($t_{44} = 11.78, p < 0.001$) and male faces ($t_{44} = 9.17, p < 0.001$) and for symmetric macaque female ($t_{44} = 3.46, p = 0.001$) and male ($t_{44} = 5.60, p < 0.001$) faces. Scores can be seen in Figure 3.

Figure 2. Preferences for symmetric vs. asymmetric images across different stimulus types by age group (+/- 1SEM). Scores greater than 50% indicated that symmetric versions were correctly identified as more symmetric.

Figure 3. Accurate detection for symmetric vs. asymmetric images across different stimulus types by age group (+/- 1SEM). Scores greater than 50% indicated that symmetric versions were preferred over asymmetric versions.
were conducted for each stimuli type with preference as the dependent variable, and a significant interaction between stimulus sex and stimulus species (F_{1,106} = 3.98, p = 0.049). There was a significant three-way interaction among age group, stimulus sex, and stimulus species (F_{1,106} = 9.72, p < 0.001). There was no significant interaction between age group and stimulus species (F_{1,106} = 0.55, p = 0.460). From Figure 3, the main effect of age group reflected generally higher detection of symmetry in the adult group. Other main effects and interactions were tied to the three-way interaction, which reflected that the difference in detection between age groups was similar for female stimuli, but for male stimuli, adults and children had more similar detection of symmetry in monkey faces but children had lower accuracy in detection for human faces.

### 3.1. Preference Controlling for Detection

To test if differences in preference by age group was linked to detection ability, one-way ANCOVAs were conducted for each stimuli type with preference as the dependent variable, age group as a between-subject factor, and the relevant detection score as covariate. For human female faces this revealed a significant effect of age group controlling for detection scores (F_{1,105} = 8.38, p = 0.005) and a non-significant effect of detection (F_{1,105} = 3.02, p = 0.085). For human male faces, this revealed a non-significant effect of age group controlling for detection scores (F_{1,105} = 3.12, p = 0.080) and a significant effect of detection (F_{1,105} = 4.81, p = 0.030). For monkey female faces, this revealed a non-significant effect of age group controlling for detection scores (F_{1,105} = 0.14, p = 0.705) and a non-significant effect of detection (F_{1,105} = 0.14, p = 0.709). For monkey male faces, this revealed a significant effect of age group controlling for detection scores (F_{1,105} = 7.49, p = 0.007) and a non-significant effect of detection (F_{1,105} = 0.80, p = 0.373).

### 3.2. Preference and Detection Correlations

To assess the relationship between symmetry preferences and detection, Pearson product moment correlations were performed, split by group. For adults, these revealed non-significant relationships between detection and preference for human female (r = 0.08, p = 0.532), human male (r = 0.25, p = 0.052), monkey female (r = 0.18, p = 0.163), and monkey male (r = 0.12, p = 0.346) faces. For children, these revealed non-significant relationships between detection and preference for human female (r = 0.24, p = 0.120), human male (r = 0.18, p = 0.233), monkey female (r = −0.04, p = 0.777), and monkey male (r = 0.05, p = 0.746) faces.

### 3.3. Other Correlations

To assess the relationships among symmetry preferences/detection across the four stimulus types, Pearson product moment correlations were performed, split by group. For adults, preferences for symmetry were significantly positively correlated for human male and female faces (r = 0.35, p = 0.005), monkey male and female faces (r = 0.39, p = 0.002), human female and monkey female faces (r = 0.26, p = 0.039), and human male and monkey male faces (r = 0.32, p = 0.010). There were positive but not significant correlations for human male and female monkey faces (r = 0.23, p = 0.066) and human female and monkey male faces (r = 0.19, p = 0.142). For children, preferences were not significantly correlated for any face types (all r between −0.05 and 0.18, and p > 0.216).

For adults, there were significant correlations for detection of symmetry in all face types (all r between 0.47 and 0.79, and p < 0.001). For children, there was a positive significant relationship for human male and monkey male faces (r = 0.39, p = 0.008). There were positive but not significant correlations for human female and monkey female faces (r = 0.26, p = 0.081), human male and female monkey faces (r = 0.28, p = 0.068), human female and monkey male faces (r = 0.26, p = 0.086), monkey male and female faces (r = 0.08, p = 0.582), and human male and female (r = 0.04, p = 0.798).
3.4. Linear Effects of Age within Age Group

Pearson product moment correlations were conducted to examine relationships with age within age group. For adults, age was not significantly related to preferences or detection ability in any face type. The strongest correlation was with preferences for symmetry in human female faces \((r = -0.24, p = 0.063)\), all other \(r\) ranged from \(-0.20\) to \(0.03\), all \(p > 0.132\). For children, age was significantly related to detection of female monkey symmetry \((r = 0.41, p = 0.005)\) but not significantly related to preferences for or detection of symmetry in any other face type \((r\) ranged from \(-0.22\) to \(0.09\), all \(p > 0.172\)).

4. Discussion

This study demonstrated that symmetry preference and detection varied according to the type of stimuli being judged and between the children and adult age groups. Preference and detection of symmetry was highest for the adult group, with preference for symmetry higher for human than monkey faces in adults. In the adult group, detection was higher for female faces of both species than male faces, while the pattern was mixed for children. The correlations between preferences for symmetry and its detection were generally positive but low \((r = 0.25)\). The dissociation between preference and detection can be seen in adults judging female monkey faces, for which detection of symmetry was highest of all stimuli but preference for symmetry was lowest. The dissociation can also be seen in the children group where detection of symmetry was highest for monkey male faces, but preference was lowest.

Significant preferences for symmetry in human face stimuli for adult observers is consistent with previous work using manipulated stimuli \([8,9,21,49]\). The finding that symmetry preferences in adults were stronger for human than for monkey faces is also consistent with a previous study showing that symmetry was preferred more in human faces than in monkey faces and abstract art images \([39]\). Other studies have shown that symmetry is preferred more in salient biological images than in more abstract visual stimuli \([36,50]\), and the results here suggest species can impact preference within the broad category of biological stimuli. Preferences across stimuli were intercorrelated for adults, but the correlations were generally low \((r = 0.35)\). This is consistent with previous work showing limited correlations between symmetry preferences for human faces and more abstract stimuli \([36]\). Taken together, the results here do not generally support a simple perceptual bias view of symmetry preference that posits preference is a basic process of the perceptual system \([22–24]\). Such a view would predict that symmetry preferences would be similar across stimulus types that vary in symmetry in the same way and that preferences for symmetry across stimuli would be similar within each observer \((i.e.,\) if each observers’ preference for symmetry was generated via a basic process, we would expect that process to apply in a similar way across stimuli).

Children did not show significant preferences for symmetry in this study. From a simple perceptual bias view this is surprising as the basic processes of perception should be the same between children and adults. Experience could play a role in the difference as adults have been exposed to more faces than children; however, it seems likely that they will have been exposed to very large number faces by age 8 and this would be likely enough to generate a symmetric internal prototype if that explained preferences for symmetry \([21,27–30]\). Preferences for face symmetry is seen when controlling for rated distinctiveness \([8]\), again suggesting that attraction to symmetry is at least partially independent of an individual’s representation of the prototypical face. Given there were also no linear effect between detection and age within the adult sample, greater experience appears an unlikely reason for the difference. Motivation is an alternative explanation, with adult men being more interested in symmetry associated with some aspect of mate quality than male children. While this would be consistent with an evolutionary advantage view for human female faces, it is difficult to apply to preferences for male and monkey faces, which are not relevant for heterosexual male mate preferences. Neither experience or mating motivation appear to explain the pattern of difference between preferences for symmetry in adults and children. Future work can usefully test changes across puberty or across time in younger children to examine mating motivation and experience effects on symmetry preferences.
There was significant detection of symmetry across stimuli for both adults and children, with higher accuracy in the adults. The pattern of detection did not follow the pattern for preference for either adults or children. In adults, preferences were highest for human faces but for detection preferences were highest for female faces, irrespective of species. In children, detection was highest for monkey male faces while preference was lowest for this stimulus type. It is unclear why detection ability varied across both species and sex in both adults and children. That children were better at detecting symmetry in monkey male than human male faces is surprising and suggestive that experience with a stimuli type does not underpin symmetry detection as, if experience were important, we would expect detection to be higher for stimuli with which observers have more experience. The same transforms were applied to human and monkey faces, keeping variation in asymmetry similar. Differences in judging these stimuli are then not dependent on asymmetry present and reflect some other aspect of processing by the observer. Future work can further examine how detection ability varies both with age and different types of stimuli.

Children had lower preferences and lower accuracy in detection of symmetry than adults, and it is possible poor detection explains the lack of preference in children. Controlling for detection, however, a significant difference in preference between adults and children was still seen. This indicates that differences in preference between children and adults is not completely dependent on detection ability. Further, weak correlations between preference and detection also support the idea that this ability does not underpin symmetry preferences. Similarly, the pattern of means for detection and preference noted above suggest the two measures can be decoupled. Overall, results here support previous findings [49] suggesting a dissociation between symmetry preference and detection, but contrast with other studies suggesting preferences can be explained by detection ability [10]. More research is needed to examine the circumstances under which detection and preference are more or less related. For example, it is possible greater deviations in symmetry may lead to a stronger relationship between preference and detection and that, with small deviations, different processes for the two judgments lead to different generated responses.

Overall, the results of this study reveal a complex pattern of preferences across type of stimuli and age group. These preferences appear decoupled from detection ability. The results from adults partially support predictions of an evolutionary advantage view because preferences were higher for human faces than monkey, and marginally higher for human female faces than male faces. This is consistent with ideas that symmetry may be used as a guide to mate quality, e.g., [21,31,32] or general partnerships (including male–male friendship). Higher preferences for symmetry in adults, for who these partnerships are more relevant, than for children is also consistent with the evolutionary view. Indeed, perceptions of health appear to be important in attraction to symmetric human faces [7,51]. The evolutionary view, however, does not explain why symmetry preferences are also higher in adults for monkey faces than in children. The results do not support the idea that simple perceptual bias views explain all of symmetry preference. Previous studies present findings that are difficult to account for, such as symmetry preferences being higher for opposite-sex compared to same-sex faces [33–35], also seen in the adult sample here. These results only suggest that the perceptual bias view may not fully account for symmetry preferences and some of symmetry preference could be due to perceptual bias. Indeed, multiple mechanisms may determine symmetry preference that include basic visual system processes and higher order motivational processes acting together. The motivational processes may drive differences in preferences between stimuli types [21,49].

5. Conclusions

In conclusion, this study demonstrated that both age of observer and stimuli type matter in symmetry preferences. Older observers generally had higher preferences for symmetry but preferred symmetry most in human vs monkey stimuli. Across both age groups, symmetry preferences and detection abilities were weakly related suggesting that symmetry preference is not underpinned by detection abilities. Both age group differences and stimuli-based differences could reflect motivational
influences on preferences for symmetry. In this way, the study supports some ideas from an evolutionary advantage view of symmetry preference, which may occur alongside symmetry preference generated by perceptual biases.
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